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Letter from the Chair
Dear SAO members,
It is hard to believe Fall is upon us already. Summer flew by, as we honed our
online (or backyard!) teaching skills, reflected on past institutes, and benefitted
immensely from online SOS training opportunities.
SAO members have demonstrated immense tenacity and commitment in
upholding values of excellence and community. There is so much to be proud of;
the past several months have been full of accomplishments as we got creative with
learning opportunities for our students and their families, supported our colleagues
in exchanging ideas and encouragement, and augmented our own learning through
training and personal development.
Our Suzuki community is a testament to what happens when love runs deep.
In this transition into the beautiful Fall season in Ontario, I wish everyone the very
best for starting their teaching and learning year for 2020/2021.
◆ Lenni Jabour, Chair, Suzuki Association of Ontario

“The Mission of the Suzuki Association of Ontario is to promote and support the
Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing excellence in education”
SEE PAGE 3 FOR FULL TABLE OF CONTENTS!1
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SAO Board
Chair: Lenni Jabour
e: hello@littlemusic.ca
Vice-Chair: Debbie Hammond
e: debbiehammond12@gmail.com
Past-Chair: Carmen Evans
e: evanscs@gmail.com
Secretary: Liz Biswas
e: liz.biswas@gmail.com
Treasurer: Kate Einarson
e: kmeinarson@gmail.com
Members-at-Large:
Geneviève Schirm-Joyce
e: cellogenie@gmail.com
Janice Mah*
e: janiceymah@gmail.com
New-Teacher-Member-at-Large:
Myra Yeung
e: myrayeungonline@gmail.com
Area Representatives:
416 Area:
Maya Chilton*
e: mayachilton@yahoo.ca
519 East Area:
Andrea Cook
e: andreacook361@gmail.com
519 West Area:
Rebecca Ashworth*
e: rebecca.sancton@gmail.com
613 East Area:
Laura Nerenberg
e: junezaria@gmail.com
613 West Area:
Jodie Compeau
e: compeau.j@gmail.com
905 South Area:
Mary Burke
e: enniskillen.suzuki@gmail.com
905 North Area (also covering 705 and 807):
Susan Beth Barak
e: heartstringsstudio@gmail.com

Looking for New Board
Members!
The SAO is looking for members to join the
SAO’s Board of Directors! These roles are ideal
for someone who:
‣ Wants to deepen their ties to the Suzuki
community
‣ Seeks a volunteer role that allows their voice
to resonate
‣ Is interested in receiving formal Governance
training that will serve them and their
community for years to come
‣ Hopes to make a meaningful contribution to
the Suzuki education of children across
Ontario
‣ Is looking to bolster their professional profile
Check out our Board Roles and Responsibilities
document to learn more about the role
requirements behind our thriving and successful
organization. Our current openings are:
‣ Vice-Chair
‣ 613 West Area Representative
‣ 705 Area Representative
‣ 807 Area Representative
Want more info or to apply? Email Claire at
suzukiontario@gmail.com. We would be thrilled
to welcome you!
SAO NEWSLETTER
Consulting Editors: Carmen Evans, Debbie
Hammond
Articles/Notices Send to the Editor:
Claire Motyer suzukiontario@gmail.com
Advertising Send to:
SAO
suzukiontario+ads@gmail.com
75 Cardigan St.
Guelph ON N1H 3Z7
DEADLINE for next edition:
December 5, 2020
500 word limit

*Please note: Following bylaw 4.7, these new members to the Board were elected by a majority of the Board
to fill vacant positions. Thank you to our Board new members for stepping up!
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A Thank You To Our Outgoing Executive Members
KATE EINARSON, TREASURER
This SAO AGM marks the final one for Kate Einarson as our Treasurer.
Kate has spent three years volunteering her time to overhaul and clarify our financial systems into a
working and earning model. Kate led the switch of our accounts from BMO to Meridian, a smart
move that has grown our GIC and created better customer service for our Executive. Using her
financial savvy to keep meticulous track of our income and expenses, Kate’s forward-thinking
allowed us to add more scholarship opportunities for the SAO, and support our conference
committee as never before. Kate initiated and integrated our payment system from cheques to
online, making registration simple and accessible, with scholarship recipients and conference
teachers receiving payment with the click of a button. Kate also found and set us up with our
excellent accountant Sam Marinucci, enabling us greater clarity for managing our money.
Beyond overseeing the SAO’s fiduciary responsibility to our members, Kate’s steady focus on the
SAO’s successful future made her an essential and indispensable colleague to us all. She set up our
governance training (a professional asset available to all new SAO Board members!) via onBoard,
which was an incredible perk for our Board and organization as a whole. After attending the SAA’s
zoom Town Hall sessions, Kate’s significant contribution to our own anti-racism statement had a
strong impact. She has been a supportive and steady colleague, always seeing the big picture,
tirelessly showing up and adding meaningful insights through the many positive changes that have
taken place in the SAO.
We wish Kate all the very best of everything as she continues her valuable work with the SAA via
IRSTE, and in her role at Holland Bloorview Kids Rehabilitation Hospital. Thank you Kate so much
for all you have done in as a volunteer, and continually going above and beyond for the SAO. You
have been a treasure of a Treasurer.
◆ Lenni Jabour, Chair, Suzuki Association of Ontario

LENNI JABOUR, CHAIR
At our upcoming AGM, (November 15), our current Chair Lenni Jabour will be stepping down from
her role, and moving into the position of Past-Chair.
Lenni’s contribution to the SAO Executive over her many years of volunteer service has been
significant and will have a lasting impact on the future plans of the organization. I have really enjoyed
working with Lenni. She was an incredible support to me as the Vice-Chair during my term as Chair,
and has taken on all of the challenges of being Chair (many unforeseen, as you can imagine) with
incredible tenacity. It has been such a pleasure to work with, and learn from Lenni.
Her focus on community-building resulted in the SAO welcome package, a promotional one-pager all
new Suzuki teachers and parents received upon completing ECC!, as well as an introduction
document highlighting our goals, events and team members. Some of you may recall having your
continued on next page ☞
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Teacher Profile photo lightheartedly taken by Lenni at our 2018 SAO conference in Etobicoke, in her
focused effort to boost the profiles on our website. Our newly revamped and more secure website
was coordinated and overseen by Lenni. Have you visited the website lately? It has undergone quite
an overhaul!
Lenni utilized her administrative skills to create and refine many elements of our organization for
ease-of-use and member support. One example is the scholarship application form and application
process. We are both so proud of the increased number of scholarships that the SAO has awarded
during our time on the Executive, and I am sure that Lenni’s form and streamlined application
process removed barriers and was the reason for such an increase in applications. Her background
in governance highlighted the importance of clarity for Board members and she created the current
Board Roles outline, a Board nomination form, and a Board Agreement that outlines mutual
commitment and contribution. These essential systems make it easier for future Board members to
understand their roles in contributing to the SAO’s work towards our common goals.
Lenni was key in the hiring and on-boardIng of two wonderful administrators during her time on the
Executive, designing and and creating with each an annual rolling list of tasks and deadlines for goalreaching and member communications. This structure has been immeasurably helpful for us. A
regular contributor to our newsletter, Lenni created the Hive-Mind and New Member
Spotlight sections, which have increased the contributions to the newsletter from the membership at
large. Lenni attended the SAA Town Hall zoom sessions and is actively demonstrating her written
and vocal support of our BIPOC teaching colleagues, sharing her personal efforts for anti-racism
education with us all in her Chair letters.
During these difficult times Lenni offered reassurance in formal announcements to our membership
and also personally, reaching out to many Board members over these past months to check in on
their well-being, to congratulate them on their first zoom recitals, and to make sure our diverse
members feel included and supported, their voices heard.
I am looking forward to a great term with Debbie Hammond in the role of Chair as Lenni moves into
the Past Chair role. If you are interested in becoming a SAO Board member, there are openings in
this wonderful organization and we would love to welcome you. Meanwhile I wish Lenni all the best
and thank her for her significant contributions to our Suzuki community.
◆ Carmen Evans, Past Chair, Suzuki Association of Ontario
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What I Did During My Summer Staycation (Or, Improvising
During a Pandemic, Part II)
I'm a pretty lucky person. Since I was little, I usually did some traveling in the summer. Whether it
was to a family cottage, or to visit other family members by road, or spending a few weeks at
summer camp, summers for me have usually involved some form of travel.
More recently, as an adult, my travels have often been work-related, involving summer institutes,
music camps, training and music-making, in addition to far-flung family forays.
And now, as summer 2020 comes to a close, I am looking back on a completely different kind of
summer! Instead of vacations or work trips, I staycationed!
I consider myself a lifelong learner, and since the isolation period began in mid-March, and all my
concerts and institute teaching were canceled, I started homeschooling... myself!
Through the power of the internet, and the resourcefulness of gifted teachers from all over the world,
I spent the past 5 months educating myself. I took all kinds of courses online: an SAA SOS Course
(see my blurb elsewhere in this newsletter), body-mapping, Alexander Technique, improvisation for
me as a player, and as a teacher-facilitator, business for musicians, violin technique, group class
teaching and two courses dealing with the tech side of teaching online and using technology
effectively for CODIV-times and beyond. I also gave a physically-distanced recital, which you can
enjoy on my Youtube channel here: https://tinyurl.com/Summerland6
While nourishing my mind and my playing, I also taught two 6-week improvisation teacher intensives
for teachers from the UK to New Zealand to Brazil to California! I worked with almost two dozen
dedicated music educators, most of whom had never improvised before. Soon, many of them were
incorporating improvisation into their private and group lessons, with beautiful and touching results.
Creative Ability Development (CAD) is the Suzuki-aligned philosophy and method that I, along with
many Suzuki colleagues use to teach improvisation to our students. It is unique, in that students are

Laura’s second
cohort from her
summer intensive
training

continued on next page ☞
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not taught riffs or told what notes to play. Instead, they are given the framework within which they
make their own musical choices, in a safe and nurturing environment, where there is no such thing
as a mistake.
Just as the Suzuki philosophy is about Character First, Ability Second, the goals of CAD are far
broader than the musical choices the student makes. CAD is a method that uses musical
improvisation to nurture the creative side of the brain. It is not genre-specific, the way jazz
improvisation methods are, but is a way for classically-trained students to learn to improvise within
the musical dialect they already know. Many CAD-trained students may go on to play music of other
genres, and as they already have ease in improvising, this is not difficult for them.
From October, 2020 – May, 2021, I will be teaching a first-of-its-kind, long-term CAD teacher-training
program, 100% online. It's open to teachers of all instruments and levels of improvisation experience.
Space is very limited so that I may give sufficient individual attention to each participant. It is a
beautiful complement for Suzuki teachers' pedagogy palette as the philosophies align so beautifully
together. Alice Kanack, who is the originator of CAD, was called Mozart's Mother by Suzuki himself,
for her work with musical creativity.
If you'd like to know more, please email me at junezaria@gmail.com and we can schedule a chat.
You can also learn about my program on my website: https://tinyurl.com/CAD-immersion and sign up
for my improvisation-themed e-mails here: https://tinyurl.com/emailsLN
◆ Laura Nerenberg, SAO 613 East Area Representative

!EXPERT PURVEYORS OF STRINGED INSTRUMENTS,
PIANOS, GUITARS AND MUSIC BOOKS SINCE 1890

VISIT OUR NEW ONLINE STORE
WWW.REMENYI.COM
210 Bloor St West, Toronto ON M5S 1T8
Tel: 416-961-3111
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COVID-19 Information Night with Meghan Smith, RN
On Friday, August 28, the SAO hosted our very first online event! We invited Meghan Smith, a
Toronto area nurse to spend the evening with us discussing the latest public health guidelines for
music studio operation. It was a really informative evening with practical ideas for cleaning, setting up
studio space and taking care of our own safety. No matter when you decide to return to in person
lessons, understanding the best practices will help ensure everyone’s safety!
Here are some helpful tools:
‣ COVID Screening Questionnaire
‣ Putting On & Taking Off A Mask

Finding Wonderland: Inspiration for Fall 2020
There isn’t a map for teaching a Suzuki studio in the middle of a pandemic. Life is chaotic and
messy, and strangely busy. It takes more planning for a single trip to the grocery store than it used to
take for an entire list of errands. And for some reason, the arrows on every aisle in the store seem to
be going the wrong way!
Like many other teachers, I have spent a lot of time reading and thinking this summer. Thinking
about music, about how group class might work on Zoom as a long term project, how lessons with
pre-twinklers are going to be possible, and a few other thoughts too. As the summer stretched on, I
attempted to get started on my core plan for group classes in 2020-2021. But, these questions
swirled with more intensity than I ever thought possible! By the middle of August, I had reached the
point where every creative thought I had was being shot down by the practical realities of the
pandemic world. It was then that I made the choice to take a whole week just to be sad, and allow
myself the time to be upset and disappointed (and a whole lot of other dark emotions too!). By the
end of the week, I started to feel more like myself, and a couple ideas had appeared that I could use
in my new studio reality.
I drew inspiration from a video that appeared on my twitter feed in July. A video of the Wildhorn Music
Family around the world singing “Finding Wonderland” from the musical “Wonderland” (Frank
Wildhorn & Jack Murphy). When I first listened to the video, I was overwhelmed with the beauty of
the melody, and after listening several times, I started to catch more and more of the words. My brain
grabbed on to the lyrics in the first verse:
“We move too fast,
We miss so much,
We seldom see all the miracles in front of us, …
Search high and low for a truth I used to know,
When there was magic to be found.”
As I kept rolling the song lyrics around in my head, I think I searched high and low for the world I
used to know. What I found were new goals for who I want to be in this new teaching universe. I want
to accept the limitations of online teaching without being defeated by them. I want to ignite my own
creativity, and sense of wonderment by experimenting, and being fearless in attempting new things. I
want to accept that some days I am going to feel like I am a teaching every concept for the first time.
continued on next page ☞
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All of these experiences are going to build my skills, open my mind to new possibilities and ultimately
help me see the magic happening in each moment.
From my own goals, I chose two concepts to bring to my studio. Everyone in my studio communityparents and students are going to work together to develop their positive, growth mindset. While we
are all working to learn new routines and rules for every facet of our life, it is the perfect opportunity
to help students and parents understand that everyone can learn, it just takes effort!
The second concept is specifically to help my studio community establish quality practice habits. We
are all going to work on SMART practice- Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, Timely.
Drawing inspirations from a great video in the Parents as Partners Online collection, I see the
limitless potential in helping everyone apply SMART techniques to practice, and really to any daily
activity.
Armed with my own big dreams, and a couple of practical starting points, I hope that in September
and beyond, I will continue to slow down, and truly see the incredible musical journey that each
student and parent is experiencing. The world may not be what it once was, but, perhaps, with the
right mindset, a little effort and a lot of practice we can find the magic in our own wonderland.
◆ Debbie Hammond, Vice-Chair

!9
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Teacher Development Scholarships: Summer Online Training
Reports and Next Deadline
Because all Suzuki in-person trainings were cancelled this summer due to COVID-19, SAO members
were invited to apply for mini summer online training scholarships. These scholarships were awarded
by the SAO board. For the upcoming deadline, October 31, we will be returning to the full scholarship
model. You can find out more and apply by filling out the form found here. Below you’ll find some
reports from our summer scholarship recipients.
LAURA NERENBERG
In July 2020, I took Linda Case's SAA SOS course: WHAT DOES YOUR "IDEAL" EARLY VOL. 4
STUDENT LOOK LIKE?
As with most training courses, there was a fair amount of opportunities to play the exercises Ms.
Case demonstrated. With the ability to mute ourselves on zoom, this was made easier than in
person, since we could listen carefully to ourselves without the distraction of hearing everyone else
playing simultaneously!
The most valuable exercises for me, as a teacher and a player (!) were the two bow arm exercises:
A long bow Leopold Auer exercise involving removing fingers from the RH at set metronome clicks. I
now do this exercise each day myself as part of my personal practice routine and I love it as a way to
centre myself and achieve a more balanced stroke from frog to tip.
Collé exercises at various parts of the bow have been invaluable for my students. I can already see
results in my studio!
Thank you to the SAO for the bursary. It encouraged me to jump in and take a course. It was lovely
to meet other teachers from all over the continent, and to work with a seasoned teacher-trainer.
MEGAN GRAHAM
I would like to thank the SAO for providing me with a scholarship to attend summer teacher training.
This past June, I attended Mark Mutter’s vibrato seminar and Ed Sprunger’s seminar, “Analyzing
Resistance.” The vibrato seminar presented an elegantly scaffolded system of stepwise exercise
beginning as early as mid-Book 1! The seminar included discussion, participation, and feedback on
videos of our own students’ vibrato. I have already begun introducing the early exercises to my
young students. This new approach is an exciting addition to my studio!
The resistance seminar was a fabulous opportunity for teachers to collaboratively unpack the
phenomenon of resistance. My two take-home messages were: 1) How we interpret the students’
expression will inform our next step – we want to be responsive, not reactive, because not everything
is resistance; and 2) As teachers, we must “salt the oats,” making tasks compelling to students by
aligning our delivery with what is important to the student in the moment.
I look forward to applying what I have learned in my own studio, as well as sharing the seminar
insights with my Suzuki colleagues.

!1 0
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RACHEL GAUNTLETT
I am deeply grateful to the SAO for
supporting my online teacher training
this past summer. I completed a two
d a y s e m i n a r, ‘ P r e - Tw i n k l e
Exploration’, with Alice Vierra in late
July.
I seem to find myself continually
drawn to pre-twinkle and Book 1
levels of training. I completed my
Book 1 training a decade ago, and
every time I have the opportunity to
revisit these levels of training, I jump
at the chance! I was so inspired by
Alice’s teaching and the sharing of
ideas with the other six teachers
enrolled in the course, especially
knowing that pre-twinkle teaching
online this year will provide its own set
of challenges.

Rachel Gauntlett’s online teacher training, “Pre-Twinkle
Exploration” with Alice Hunter and Madeline Ashworth,
age 2.5

The course also helped me feel the sense of community with my fellow Suzuki teachers that I have
really missed this summer. Thank you, SAO, for helping make this possible!
SERENA ERB
I took an online seminar June 2020 led by Judy Bossuat-Gallic entitled "Developing the Bow arm in
Book 1." I was very interested in this subject. My bow arm has always been easier than my right
hand to develop as a player, so ironically I find I am less able to break it down for my students.
Judy's seminar was extremely interesting and informative. I learned how to build more bow
development into the early pieces, how to set up playing in the lower half of the bow so the body is
naturally balanced and a quality tone is produced. Judy said that "Children do not tend to care what
bowings they do early on as long as the notes sound correct, so it is the teacher's responsibility to
make sure that happens." She suggested ALWAYS insisting bowings are well understood before any
notes are played, using the actual playing as a carrot to motivate this learning. I am ready to expect
more from Book 1 students in terms of bow speed, bow weight and bow control in hopes that this
early internalizing will pay off down the line. Judy shared lots of stories of her time with Dr. Suzuki
and teaching in Europe. I feel I only received a small glance of her wealth of knowledge about violin
pedagogy. Like all Suzuki teachers I have met, she was unfailingly kind and inclusive in her teaching
style. I would highly recommend taking a seminar in this format. It is so accessible location wise as
well as financially. Thank you SAO for your scholarship to attend this seminar.
SUSAN BETH BARAK
I am so grateful to belong to an organization that offers support for lifelong learning and encourages
excellence in its members, in character as well as talent. This past summer I was able to take five

continued on next page ☞
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(the maximum permitted by the SAA) registered enrichment courses, all online, and I sincerely
appreciate the assistance I received from the SAO.
The ability to stay connected to colleagues and continue to hone my teaching skills during the move
online precipitated by the COVID crisis, was a lifeline during turbulent times. I was able to take
courses with American teachers whom I had never worked with before, and get acquainted with other
Suzuki teachers from around the world! This never would have been possible without the move
online.
Despite the occasional challenges with intermittent internet connections and variable audio-visual
quality, to say that the benefits outweighed any glitches is a vast understatement. I loved the
flexibility of being able to learn in my home environment and immediately implement new teaching
and learning strategies with my students (also all online). I would recommend continued/continuous
online learning to everyone!
Thanks again for the SAO’s contribution towards my summer 2020 Suzuki Enrichment courses, with
the following amazing Teacher Trainers:
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Viola Books 2 -3 Enrichment - Elizabeth Stuen-Walker - June
Developing the Ear from the First Lesson - Teri Einfeldt - June - July
Pre-Twinkle Power - Mark Mutter - July
Teaching Rhythm - Amy Mather - July
Note-reading and Musicianship (Cello) - Beth Cantrell – July

Best wishes to all for a safe and wonderful fall 2020!
WENDY SERAVALLE-SMITH
I want to thank very much the Suzuki Association of Ontario for the scholarship for online course
work this summer. This, along with diverted Suzuki Association of the Americas conference refund,
allowed me to take three amazing courses and a seminar this summer: Teaching from the Balance
Point, and Teaching with an Open Heart with Ed Kreitman, and Teaching Vibrato On Line with Daina
Volodka Staggs.
I have had the chance to take teacher training long term, short term at institute settings and now
online. I enjoyed this experience and found there were great benefits to doing online. I was able to
meet with colleagues from all over the globe, it was relaxing and safe to be at home, and the best
part was being able to apply what I learned right away with my students.
Teaching from the Balance Point brought so many reminders to me about the Suzuki philosophy and
approach to teaching. Sometimes I think that I have developed set ways of doing things and there
were many new perspectives to investigate and to incorporate into my teaching to give it new vitality
and effectiveness.
The general idea that Book 1 is acquisition of playing skills and posture, Book 2 is emphasizing
tonalization and Book 3 is development of musicality was immensely helpful in looking at my
students and assessing their progress.
For me, I know I can do better now in helping my students acquire the skills to learn by ear. Taking
the time to understand the logic of the instrument is something I explored right away --- especially
continued on next page ☞
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awakening pitch discrimination from the beginning (same note/different note then higher/lower then
how it works to go lower and higher when changing from string to string). I found that I expanded
this idea a little further when following through with my teaching to stepwise intervals, then skipping
intervals, and then bigger intervals. Twinkle (perfect 5th, stepping), Lightly Row (skipping, repeating,
stepping), Song of the Wind (stepping, repeating, perfect 5 but with hopping fingers, skipping – start
of arpeggio), O Come Little Children (perfect 4th, arpeggio complete) and so on.
On the right side, I realized that I could do more with developing the tactile awareness in the student.
Putting different objects in the hand (smooth stone, rough sandpaper, soft cotton ball, etc) and
identify with eyes closed then feeling the hair to each string and the vibration of the bow stick in the
hand. As Ed said, it is the connection of the bow hair to the string that makes a musical instrument
and building this tactile awareness makes the student one with the instrument.
Emphasis in Book 2 on tone development centred on contact point (out/in of bow), bow weight
(vertical), and bow speed (horizontal). John Kendall called these the 3 dimensions. In Book 3, the
development of musicality can happen through exploration of melodic, harmonic, rhythmic and
motivic patterns, first on review pieces. Figuring out musical phrases was compared to going on a
road trip… resting points and travel notes. Skills of bow speed, bow divisions, dynamics, vibrato,
alternating time, articulation, and expressive intonation related to harmonic structure were all
explored.
Also shifting and vibrato were explored and in order to do these skills for musicality, it requires
PreTwinkle skills of secure posture and the left hand in a states of neutral (natural relaxed condition)
and expansion (opening from base joints). The seminar about teaching vibrato online with Daina
Volodka Staggs reinforced many of these ideas of balance as well as giving an organized step by
step approach to teaching and developing vibrato skills. It was perfect as I found out that she was a
student of Ed Kreitman’s!
In Teaching with An Open Heart, the principles of energy (push, pull, stop, and allow) and how
energy follows intention were discussed and then explored in how it applies to our teaching. Many of
the ideas from Teaching from the Balance Point were investigated but on a much deeper and much
more personal level of awareness. For me, this brought me back to so much of what I learned about
myself during my time in Matsumoto with Dr. Suzuki. When there, Suzuki led us to discover how our
body needed to work in a balanced way on the violin and how to listen more deeply and only then did
our tone really change. Indeed, this is what “tone has a living soul” means. Is this not what we are
trying to do with our teaching? We lead our students from physically mastering the instrument in the
beginning then build their aural and tactile awareness through tone work then they are free to
discover the skills of expression and musicality so the soul of the student is communicated. Ed put
this well in saying that he aims as a teacher to help his students “find their voice” through their
instrument.
We were asked to think about what our goals are for teaching. For me now, through taking these
courses, I hope I will be even more effective in having my students be accomplished learners of the
skills necessary to truly express themselves. In these times, I hope that this will be a source of great
comfort and strength and meaning.

Upcoming Teacher Development
For complete information about teacher development courses offered throughout Canada and the
US this year, please go to: https://suzukiassociation.org/events/
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Is There a ‘Plus’ Caused by the Pandemic?
The Teacher Development Committee (TDAC) of the SAA has met every Monday since March. The
pandemic has necessitated monumental changes for Suzuki teachers – as I’m sure you are all aware
– and for SAA teacher trainers and for the Association itself.
But, let’s focus on the positive impacts of this change of lifestyle which has been imposed on us.
Video communication apps such as Zoom and others have revolutionized teaching and teacher
pedagogy courses. In March, when it was doubtful that institutes would be able to happen in the
summer of 2020, the TDAC recognized that no teacher training courses would be available for
experienced teachers or new prospective teachers.
‣ Project #1
S.O.S. seminars: a series of 5 hour seminars (in two sessions) online for a maximum of 6
participants created and scheduled by trainers of all instruments. Topics were extensions or
‘outgrowths’ of a normal Unit course. These were hugely successful. Some trainers had to offer a
seminar a second time. Did you have the chance to participate in an S.O.S. seminar?
‣ Project #2
The TDAC determined which units could be most easily and effectively offered online. The
conclusion was that Units 4 and up could be promoted online beginning in September.
‣ Project #3
But what about ECC and Unit I? There were many, many requests to allow them to be offered
online. The TDAC was concerned about how trainers could best connect with new participants. At
the same time, the SAA did not want to be ‘absent’ for musicians eager to learn about the Suzuki
way. The result:
• ECC has been modified, expanded and is now available online.
• Unit 1 is offered online as well. The TDAC members are hosting like-instrument Zoom
meetings as this article is being written. Trainers benefit from getting together to share their
expertise in the various facets of setting up a course online AND to facilitate how observations
can be done online.
‣ Project #4
For some time, the TDAC has been discussing ways to improve our teacher training program. Every
member recognizes that a teacher training program is most effective when it includes feedback on a
teacher’s teaching. How better to do that than to observe a teacher working with a student – and
parent? Until now, this has been a missing component in the SAA Teacher Development program.
As of Jan. 2021, Units 2 and 3 will include a Teaching Strategies (TS) component.
What is Teaching Strategies (TS)?
The opportunity for the workshop participant to share a video of him/her teaching a lesson segment,
and receive constructive feedback. Watch for further news on the new and improved Units 2 and 3!
The logical conclusion:
A suggestion to all my Ontario colleagues: Scan the Events page of the SAA website
www.suzukiassociation.org and enroll in an online course. I am sure there is one that would be just
right for you. And, you won’t have to travel or pay for accommodation anywhere outside your home!
Make new friends ONLINE!
◆ Gail Lange
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Area Reports
905 NORTH
Heart-Strings Violin Studio has kicked off the 2020-2021 musical school year completely online, for
the foreseeable future. The transition went relatively smoothly because the studio has long had a
policy of “Sick or Snow = Online,” and at one time or another pretty much all the students had
already had an online lesson.
Group lessons have never been more important, and offerings expanded from monthly to 2 - 3 times
per month, starting last March, to extend connection, continuity, and community to students and
families. We are having fun with technology in terms of activities, apps, breakout rooms, sharing the
whiteboard, and more. There are so many ways to learn cooperatively and creatively online! We miss
seeing one another and performing together synchronously live, but “safety first” – the benefits of
continuing online throughout the ongoing uncertainties of the pandemic are clear.
Heart-Strings’ first-ever online Zoom recital took place in June and was well-attended and
enthusiastically received by friends and family far and wide! A few technical glitches provided some
unexpected comic relief, but the students and audience really had fun sharing their music and
cheering one another on with Zoom “reactions” of applause and thumbs up, as well as positive
feedback in the chat feature.
Heart-Strings students have also participated in area e-Festivals and online RCM exams, with
wonderful results. Despite the closures, nothing can stop the music! Our learning and love of the
violin and viola continue to grow, “nurtured with love.”
Last spring Susan Beth Barak was invited to adjudicate all levels of students, from outside of Ontario,
in the first Canada-wide e-Festival. Inside the studio, Susan has been actively promoting the work of
diverse composers for many years, and was among the first Canadian teachers to have students
publically performing from Rachel Barton Pine’s collection Music by Black Composers.
Outside of the studio, Susan has continued her longstanding advocacy work in the area of human
rights and social justice. In her tenure as Chair of the Anti-Discrimination Committee of the American
Viola Society, she spearheaded significant substantive and progressive work in the area of diversity,
equity, and inclusion. As 905 North representative of the SAO, Susan joins with the Board Executive
and members of our Suzuki Association to amplify that Black Lives Matter.
◆ Susan Beth Barak, 905 North (also covering 705 and 807) Area Representative
519 WEST
Greetings from the 519 (West)!
It is with great honour that I accept the position of 519 West representative for the SAO; an
organization of extraordinarily committed and compassionate members; that echoes the Suzuki
philosophy: Where love is deep, much can be accomplished. It is a privilege to work with, and
represent, such amazing teachers.
I want to take a moment to thank you for your dedication during this diﬃcult time; dedication to your
students, to your studios, to the greater community, and to the SAO. I appreciate the eﬀorts many
of you have made to transition to online learning models and hope that I, along with the SAO can
help and oﬀer guidance during these unique times.
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It is refreshing to see the SAO address the
question of how to include anti-racism in our
teaching. I still have much to learn but would like
to recommend a book we found helpful in starting
a conversation of white privilege with our toddlers:
Race Cars by Jenny Devenny.
A little about me – my name is Rebecca Sancton
Ashworth. I have been employed as Membership
Services Assistant for the Professional and
Managerial Association at Western University,
since shortly after returning to my hometown of
London with my family just over two years ago. I
was born and raised in London, studying Suzuki
Hunter and Madeline Ashworth, age 2.5
violin with Cathy Clark, from age 4. I went on to
pursue a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at York
University, where I studied classical, Celtic, and
jazz violin. During my time in university, I began teaching violin lessons, and was also heavily
involved in student government, where my passion for non-profit board governance was born. After
a brief stint working in various administrative roles at York, I took the leap of faith and enrolled in the
Every Child Can! course and shortly after completing my Book One training, I was hired to teach at
the Beaches Suzuki School of Music. I went on to teach at many schools in Toronto including
the North York Suzuki School, the MNjcc Suzuki Program, and the Toronto Suzuki Studio.
In 2017 everything changed when we welcomed our twins, Hunter and Madeline. I went on
maternity leave, and we made the diﬃcult decision to move back to London to be closer to my
parents and enjoy a lower cost of living. In the summer 2018, my children had their first SECE
classes with Elena Spanu (Toronto Suzuki Studio) at Camp Noronto (where I was also teaching), and
began SECE classes at the Thames Valley Suzuki School in the Fall of 2018 - which were
unfortunately cut short due to the onset of Covid-19. I had intended on starting my own home
studio, but Covid-19 had other plans – our extensive home renovations have been put on hold, and
I was thrust into the diﬃcult position of working from home, while caring for the kids. My dream of
a home studio may have been postponed, but my dedication to the Suzuki Method, as a teacher,
and now as a parent, hasn’t waned.
◆ Rebecca Ashworth, 519 West Area Representative (Incoming)
519 EAST
As the beginning of term approaches, I find myself even busier than usual, trying to prepare. This
summer has been a time to learn, both about the technology that’s been enabling us to keep music
lessons going, and a time to take some online courses and get some much needed inspiration. A
highlight of my summer was being able to take two S.O.S. courses, one with Sally Gross and one
with Susan Gagnon. It was great to be able to focus on very specific teaching issues, and to
connect with colleagues from around the world.
At the Suzuki String School of Guelph, we recently had a small graduation ceremony in a local park
for our students who are moving on. The students and teachers all played Twinkle together, and
created some beautiful harmonies. I must admit I had some tears in my eyes, as did some others,
as we celebrated our graduates. It was a lovely time to connect safely with our students and their
families before they embark on their next adventure.
Now here’s wishing all of us this best as we begin this adventure of our new teaching year!
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◆ Andrea Cook, 519 East Area Representative
416 AREA REPORT
A few weeks ago I charged the 416 Teachers with this question:
How are you integrating active anti-racism practices in your teaching, studios and programs WHILE
already making so many adjustments for Covid-19?
After much consideration and gauging the amount of responses I received I realized I made a
mistake. I shouldn’t have asked you that. I should have asked this:
Do you need ideas, help or guidance in integrating active anti-racism practices in your teaching while
already making so many adjustments for Covid-19?
Perhaps had I lead with that I may have received a few more responses or created more of a
dialogue with many of you. After speaking with my own colleagues I learned very quickly that you
may be struggling with where to start.
Below is a list of suggestions I’ve received from a couple colleagues in the 416 and then some
fantastic new colleagues from the greater Suzuki world.
‣ Music by Black Composers - Rachel Barton Pine (Violin, Violin duet, Piano accompaniment)
This is a great place to start. It’s available through Shar music online and I’ve heard it may be at the
Sound Post in Toronto as well. I’ve found it useful for students as early as mid-Book 1 all the way up
to Bk 5/6 and beyond. It was brought up to me that while the note reading may be easier for an
advanced student, the rhythmic content and learning of stylistic feel does not exist anywhere in
Suzuki. - Suggested by Esme Allen-Creighton
‣ Beyond the Books Listening - for groups, private lessons or online at home. Compile a Youtube,
Spotify or Web list of diverse players and music genres. This is a fantastic way to simply explore
the world outside of Eurocentric Classical. It’s also a great way to start a conversation with your
students about their likes and favourite artists. I’ve created a Youtube Playlist of fantastic violinists
for my students to watch. It features players from around the world performing everything from
Prince to billboard chart topper Khalid. You can check it out HERE.
‣ Improvisation - a colleague reminded me that “Improvisation is deeply rooted in every culture’s
traditions of music.” - something that we need so much more of in our programs. This is a huge
opportunity to not only give our students “chance to explore their own musical choices and
creativity” but for us to learn as well. If you’ve never improvised before Alice Kanack’s Creative
Ability Training is a great place to start. - Suggested by Jennifer Burford
Stop teaching problematic songs and lyrics. Even if something is near and dear to you or loved ones,
it may have come from minstrelsy or contain hurtful or downright racist, discriminatory or
exclusionary words. We can so easily find replacements. Or just write new words!
This is a short and paltry list but it’s a starting point. Step by step we can accomplish so much. This
work is beyond necessary but also beyond easy to start.
◆ Maya Chilton, 416 Area Representative (Incoming)
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The SAO Hive Mind
Every newsletter, a question will be posed to be answered by our excellent
Suzuki community (trainers, teachers, parents, students), finding inspiration in
our shared ideas around successful outcomes in all kinds of circumstances related
to music education.

This newsletter’s question to be answered for next time:

Ideas: How have you adjusted your studio for
teaching during COVID-19?
Please send your answers to suzukiontario+news@gmail.com before December 5, 2020, and it
will be printed in the next newsletter. We’re all in this together - please do chime in!
The question from the last newsletter:

How can you include anti-racism in your teaching?
Answer:
Please read the report from Maya Chilton on page 16. She, along with colleagues from the 416 and
beyond, share some ideas that you can consider integrating into your teaching right away!
This term I have two groups learning pieces from the Rachel Barton Pine collection Music by Black
Composers. Each piece came with a photo (or sketch) of the composer, and biographical
information. It is so easy to give that info to the students. These pieces are also on YouTube, so
when they look them up, they see them being performed by Black musicians.
◆ Carmen Evans, Past-Chair, SAO
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